It’s time to overhaul
your induction and start
getting the results it was
always intended to
deliver in the first
place ...

END RESULT OF THIS ONE DAY
INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP
You will have a framework for induction that
enables you to create and add the content
components of your own compelling
cultural narrative, designed to turn new
employees into raving fans and return
existing employees to their original raving
fan status!

HOW TO CREATE INDUCTION THAT
TURNS EMPLOYEES OLD AND NEW
INTO RAVING AMBASSADORS
A HAPPYSANDPIT ONE DAY INTERACTIVE WORKSHOP
This full day workshop will
help you to blow fresh air and
energy through your
organisation in order to get
the outcomes you most desire
from your induction process:
that new employees have a
clear understanding of their
place in the organisation and
that they can embrace the
organisation not only at a
structural, but a philosophical
level.
Apply it regularly with
existing employees and it
becomes a powerful tool to
keep the intended and
desired cultural narrative alive.
Since it is fully interactive,
you will be put to work, alone
and in groups, to develop

your own unique induction
proposition that is both
practical and compelling to
implement, the moment you
get back to the office,
complete with a ton of costfree ideas.
Throughout you will be
exposed to world-class local
and international induction
components and ideas
including how they work and
the results they deliver within
their organisations.

FACILITATED BY COLIN J
BROWNE
Colin is founder of Happy
Sandpit and head of
research into how culturefocused leadership can
create employee
engagement. He is the
author of How to build a
Happy Sandpit, and has
lectured on these subjects
at WBS, GIBS and the
University of St. Gallen
(Switzerland).

COST of R3950 includes all materials, lunch + refreshments.
TO BOOK, send an email info@happysandpit.com. It’s oldschool but it’s personal, which is how we like it.
All WORKSHOP CONTENT is based on our original research.

